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INTRODUCTION
The modern society cannot be imagined without film. Only a hundred years ago, a moving picture on a
screen seemed like a miracle, and now thousands of feature-length films are released a year. In any spare
time, we can go to the cinema, turn on the TV or the computer and choose the film according to taste and
mood. In 100 years, we have learned not only to make and watch movies, but to evaluate and criticize them.
Film critics, professionals in the field, write film reviews on which the success of a film and future awards often
depend. Journalists of narrow-minded and mass publications make reviews of cinema novelties and became
classical works, revealing nuances of plot and film production for the reader. Any one of us can share our
opinions about the film, share our feedback with film lovers all over the world. But the reviewers refer to the
same words, the same lexical set of terms. People read the work of professionals, enrich the lexicon on the
subject and use it with ease, adapting already to the personal speech.
As research subject verbal features of film reviews published on the official website of the American
magazines Esquire and GQ act.
The purpose of the work is to identify the features of English-language vocabulary in the modern American
media discourse on the material of film review in the Esquire and GQ.
The objectives of the study are derived from the goal:
−

to study the media concept of the Esquire and GQ;

−

to identify verbal characteristics of film reviews in the Esquire and GQ;

−

to analyse lexico-semantic and structural features of the vocabulary of film reviews in the Esquire and
GQ;

−

to examine the expressive means used by the authors of the media film reviews in the Esquire and GQ.

LITERATURE REVIEW
To speak about a film review we must create a sense of it as a media genre.
In journalism, it is customary to divide all publicist texts into genres according to certain discourse and
genre characteristics (Bubnova et al., 2018; Boeva-Omelechko et al., 2019; Cherdymova et al., 2018; Dijk van,
1997; Ezhov et al., 2019; Kargapoltseva et al., 2019; Kutuev et al., 2017; Pushkarev et al., 2019; Tameryan et
al., 2019; Tezer et al., 2019; Zheltukhina et al., 2019, 2020), or elements of the genre as they are called by one
of the theoretical journalists Kroychik (2014). To understand what elements of the genre are, it is only
necessary to remember, all publicist texts should be focused on a theme, set specific tasks, provide answers
to the questions asked. The genre has defined as a relatively stable structural-substantive text organization,
due to the peculiar reflection of the reality and the nature of the author’s attitude towards it (Corkonosenko,
2000, p. 243; Kroychik, 2014).
In the media discourse theory, the genre of review is distinguished, which is traditionally attributed to
analytical genres, according to the systematization of genres of Tertychny (Tertychny, 2006; Voroshilov, 2000).
Lazutina and Raspopova (2012) consider the review to be a cultural and educational group of genres. Kroychik
(2014) describes a review as a research news text, as the reviewer reserves the right to reflect major events
and facts, to analyse them or evaluate them (Kroychik, 2014). The subject of analysis of this genre is the
present, reflected in the works of human intellectual activity, in artistic, scientific, literary, and film works, etc.
(Corkonosenko, 2000, p. 245).
The intention of the review is to help the addressee to orient in the subject matter of the peer-reviewed
works, to form his «aesthetic representations of the reality», to be able to provide information about the main
facts of the creative process, help people who are the direct audience to develop the ability to independently
evaluate the works (Kolesnichenko, 2008, p.103).
According to the approach of Tertychny (2006), reviews can be grouped into certain typological groups,
which vary in size («grand reviews», «mini-reviews»). According to the number of subjects of analysis of the
reviewer there are «mono-reviews» and «poly-reviews». The reviews are divided into theatrical, literary, film
reviews, etc. (Holopirek, 2007; Pelt, 1980).
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In the reviews, the journalist informs the public about the films by analyzing their artistic value. The
peculiarity of this genre is the extent of choice among the subjects of analysis. It is possible to analyse directly
the work of art, its technical components, and the work of its producers. This kind of review is considered to
be one of the most difficult, because the film material in modern reality is quite large, but the author needs
to select only the relevant and interesting for the direct audience (Vinnikova, 2007).
The history of the genre of film review begins with its first mention in the American weekly «Variety» in
1907. The rapid development of cinema in the 20th century ensured the popularity of the genre, and made it
one of the most sought-after journalistic genres. The next point in the expansion of film review was the advent
of the Internet, which in the 1990s allowed ordinary film amateurs to voice their opinions along with
professional film critics and made film distribution widely available on the global network (Anikiev, 2018).
Anikiev (2018), using content analysis, singled out the main substantive components of the film reviews,
i.e. genre features of the review, aspects addressed by the author: information about the work; interpretation
of the artistic phenomenon; assessment; content and form analysis; evaluative characterization; presentation
of the work to the reader (Anikiev, 2018).
In turn, the content and form analysis includes:
1. The idea content is the author’s description of the director’s design and attitude to the plot.
2. The peculiarities of the composition are special techniques used in filming.
3. Features of the plot are distinguished in a description of the plot, key moments of the film.
4. The problem is the description of the problem in the film.
5. The theme is the main theme of the film.
6. Character characterization is description and evaluation of the heroes and actors who played in the
film (Anikiev, 2018).
Anikiev (2018) notes that the focus of the reviewers is on the peculiarities of the story and the character.
The product information is divided into the following categories:
−

The main characters (listing of the main roles and actors who played them).

−

Title of the film (mention of the film’s title in the review).

−

Director (Director’s Name Reference).

−

Place and date of release (where and when it will be possible to see the film) (Anikiev, 2018).

The study found that the focus of analysis of the film’s substantive elements is most often on: problem,
subject, plot features, peculiarities of the composition, idea content.
Also, the authors of the study note that these genre features are adhered to not only by professional
journalists, but also by ordinary Internet resources, which involve the development of film reviews, ordinary
film lovers.
It is worth mentioning that even a film review performed by a professional journalist for a popular
publication is intended for future viewers of a film or films that do not have specific knowledge of film.
Therefore, the reviews in entertainment sources rarely contain complex professional terms,
incomprehensible to the nuanced cinematic process of target audiences. The main function of the film review
is to present the material about the film to the reader and to give the reader an evaluation recommending or
not recommending the film for viewing.

METHODOLOGY
The following research methods are used to solve the problems of the article: structural analysis,
definitional analysis, interpretative analysis, lexical and semantic analysis, lexical and grammatical analysis,
technique of continuous sample. With the help of these methods in this work we will study the media concept
of the Esquire and GQ, identify verbal characteristics of film reviews in the Esquire and GQ, analyse lexicosemantic and structural features of the vocabulary of film reviews in the Esquire and GQ and examine the
expressive means used by the authors of the media film reviews in the Esquire and GQ.
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Before looking at the private articles from the journals selected for lexical review, one should look at the
already existing notions of what vocabulary is needed for film reviews. Specialized subject-oriented
dictionaries were needed.
A subject dictionary is a kind of ideographic dictionary that specifies a certain number of subjects that are
relevant to learning. Lexical material is organized according to the principle of communicative orientation on
one of the spheres of communication (Zherebilo, 2010, p. 113). Basic information was taken from the RussianEnglish (British) subject dictionary (Taranov, 2013) and Russian-English (American) subject dictionary (Taranov,
2013), Cambridge online dictionary (Cambridge Dictionary, 2019), Macmillan English dictionary for advanced
learners (2002) and the work of some researchers in this field (Algeo, 2006; Magnuson, 2001; White, 2003, etc.).
Genre features of the review were mentioned earlier, so it will be useful to systematize the vocabulary
according to these genre features.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the research we identify lexical features of film reviews.
To present information about the film, the reviewer resorts to the following lexical units. The very word
“film” has two variants of translation “film” (British English), “movie” (American English). Watching movies, we
usually on TV – “TV” or in a cinema – “cinema”, can be interpreted as “cinema”. Next, most film reviews indicate
the genre of the painting – “genre,” which is characterized by a great variety. The following are the most
common of them.
−

action film,

−

cartoon,

−

chick-flick / melodrama,

−

comedy,

−

documentary,

−

full-length,

−

historical film,

−

horror film,

−

love story,

−

musical,

−

romcom / romantic comedy,

−

science fiction / sci-fi,

−

short-length,

−

silent movie.

To interpret the artistic phenomenon and to analyze the content and form, the reviewer needs a
vocabulary related to the process of making the film. One of the components of any film or cartoon which the
audience draws attention is the cast, director, and producer.
The actor, appearing (“appear”) on the screen (“screen”) can be highly paid – “best-paid actor”, or a
superstar reaching fame (“achieve renown”) – “A-lister”.
Also, in the category of analysis of film material (Chaplygina, 2016, p. 76), the following words would be
useful:
−

blockbuster,

−

box office – ticket office of a movie or theater,

−

cameo – a bright star in the film episode,

−

create,

−

cut to the chase – get to the point; the most interesting place in the film,

−

debut,
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−

huge box-office success,

−

make a film – to film,

−

premiere,

−

prequel – backstory of already known events of the film,

−

script,

−

sequel – sequel film, which was already successful,

−

shoot – to film,

−

show,

−

smash the box office – a super successful film,

−

soundtrack – music theme to the film,

−

successful,

−

That’s a wrap!

−

win an award.

To form a value judgment about a film, which is one of the main tasks of a film review, it will require
adjectives:
−

boring,

−

enjoyable,

−

exciting,

−

frightening,

−

funny,

−

interesting,

−

sad,

−

silly.

The film review also uses the following adjectives to a positive evaluation of the film:
−

compelling,

−

engaging,

−

entertaining,

−

intelligent.

Negative evaluation is transmitted by the following adjectives:
−

all madcap,

−

downright silly,

−

eccentric,

−

generic,

−

goofy,

−

predictable,

−

ridiculous.

Another feature of the reviews is the description and evaluation of comedy films, jokes. Besides the
common word “joke”, you can use “laughs” and “gags” with the addition of adjectives: solid, amusing, hilarious,
hearty.
There are often used jokes in comedy movies. The adjectives “trite” and “cornball” are used for their
designation in combination with nouns “jokes” and “gags” (Garanina, 2013).
If the film belongs to the genre of drama, melodrama (Burlachenko, Astankova, 2015), etc. it can be
described using the following adjectives:
−

depressing,
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−

gut-wrenching,

−

heart-breaking /heart-wrecking,

−

melancholic,

−

poignant,

−

tough.

To positively appreciate the cast the reviewers often need words: charming, perfecto, good, excellent.
Now in the Internet resources the word «performance» is gaining popularity, which expresses the
designation of performance of the actor role. In combination with this word, it is possible to use «good» for
positive evaluation, «charismatic» to denote the average degree of acting, and the next adjectives for the
higher appreciation of the game:
−

brilliant,

−

first-rate,

−

flawless,

−

masterful,

−

memorable,

−

perfect.

When actors and the director organize a powerful tandem, they will need the word “pairing” with the
epithets “solid” – strong or “ingenious” – original, “power” – strong. And the verb “to click” will pass the degree
of their functioning.
Giving an evaluation to the heroes of the film, the author of the film review will not do without the words
“flat”, “basic”, and “paper-thin”.
The irreplaceable part of the analysis of the film material is the direction “storyline” which can be:
−

banal,

−

complex,

−

poor,

−

skeletal.

The action genre is characterized by a large number of “special effects” or “visual effects”, which will help
to describe the following adjectives as follows:
−

bad,

−

dazzling,

−

ground-breaking,

−

impressive,

−

poor,

−

splendid,

−

stunning,

−

thrilling,

−

top-notch.

It is also possible to evaluate the musical design of the film – “score” or “«soundtrack”.
And according to the main function of the film review – to present the material about the film to the reader
and give an assessment to it, recommending or not recommending this film for viewing – at the end it makes
sense to use the words born by the given genre «must-see» (obligatory to view) and «stay-away» (required no
attention) (Zemtsova, 2006, p. 128).
Let us study the media concept of the Esquire and GQ.
Esquire, a monthly men’s magazine, founded in 1932 in the United States, but became particularly popular
five years later. Its creators, American publisher David Smart and Arnold Gingrich, who became editor-in-chief,
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were inspired by the idea of creating a «smart magazine for a successful gentleman» (Esquire, 2019), whose
history became an important part of the history of all America. In 1957, Esquire began producing a quarterly
fashion app called GQ (GQ, 2019).
The idea of the name was taken from the address to the editor-in-chief in one of the letters from the time
of the magazine’s development. «Esquire» is translated as a «squire». The logo of the publication becomes an
adapted sample of the handwriting of the same editor-in-chief.
One of the first authors of the magazine was Ernest Hemingway. Also, in it at different times published:
Lev Trotsky after deprivation of Soviet citizenship, Francis Scott Key Fitzgerald, and others.
Although the magazine is primarily for adult male audiences, it is not meant to be entertaining. Now, it is
very popular among young people, students. There are also many women and girls among its readers.
The magazine attracts readers through the following aspect (Belth, 2018):
1) its covers, with the texture portraits of the heroes, who, within seconds of the magazine’s release, gain
incredible popularity on the Internet and virtually every one of them becomes cult;
2) interesting and original columns, for example, the most popular of them «What I’ve Learned», which
traces its history from the first issue of the magazine;
3) the irony of what is being presented in other media with undue seriousness.
Magazines are published in 26 countries and, like any popular print publication, in every country Esquire
and GQ have official websites in the language of the country of production. In this work the official websites
of the American edition of Esquire and GQ will be considered. The sites contain articles from issues as well as
additional publications not included in the main layout.
The film review is now a very popular genre of both professional and amateur journalism, it has not
bypassed these editions.
On the website of Esquire magazine articles are divided into five categories:
“Style”,
“Entertainment”,
“Politics”,
“News”,
“Food & Drink”.
In the section “Entertainment” such a publicist genre as film review is very popular. Reviews are mostly
reviewed of cinema novelties using bright and interesting headlines or some thematic “tops” (Esquire).
The following sections can be found on the GQ site:
“Style”,
“Grooming”,
“Recommends”,
“Culture”,
“Fitness”,
“GQ Sports”,
“Videos”,
“Shop”.
The publications of interest are at point “Culture”. Here you can also find articles of the genre of film
reviews, including recommended movies (GQ, 2019).
The style of the publications determines the nature of these film reviews. Esquire and GQ do not position
themselves as experts in the film world and do not turn to professional film critics and film journalists to write
reviews, so they have oversized, chaotic internal structure and stylistics. In “tops” and collections, reviews,
short and “on the case”, try to attract maximum attention with less words. And publications dedicated to
certain movie novelties or classic films, which are entertaining, filled with bright headlines. As the content of
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the magazines is directed at the most popular audience, reviewers do not try to impose their opinion on the
reader and allow the recipient of the cultural code to draw the final conclusions independently. All the abovementioned features specify the semantic and structural features of the texts.
Let us identify key verbal features of film reviews in the Esquire and GQ.
During the realization of the goal of the work were processed articles for 2019 from magazines Esquire
and GQ (Esquire, 2019; GQ, 2019), containing film reviews in different forms of information presentation: factfinding lists and graded lists, so-called “tops”, entertaining articles, etc. Thus, more than 200 film reviews
provided by the authors of the Esquire and GQ were analyzed in terms of semantic and structural features of
their vocabulary.
As already mentioned above in the theory of journalism, the articles of the genre of film review can be
divided into some semantic parts (Anikiev, 2018), such as:
- information about the work,
- interpretation of the artistic phenomenon,
- general evaluation,
- analysis of the content and form,
- presentation of the work to the reader.
The authors of the Esquire and GQ magazines do not seek to provide an in-depth analysis of the artistic
value, content, and form of the film industry. It can therefore be concluded that most of the articles have the
following objectives:
a. to introduce the reader to the works of cinema,
b. to provide general and important information about the film,
c. to interest the reader with entertaining facts,
d. to give an overall assessment of the work.
The selected tasks require the authors to select the vocabulary that will be discussed further, as well as
some features of the presentation of the information and the vocabulary. For example, in fact-finding lists
and graded lists the evaluation vocabulary is very scarce and the content of the film reviews is getting close
to the genre of announcements, however, getting a film into the gradation or “top” is itself an assessment
medium, and the authors find it impractical to inflate the size of the article with superfluous epithets,
emphasizing information about the work.
Or, by focusing the review on the most important, interesting or provocative information about the plot
or the production of the film, by making hints about the news in the title, the authors overload the vocabulary
with words about the subject matter and not touching the vocabulary of the film production.
It is worth noting that the most frequent lexical units in the reviewed articles became: “that”, “about” and
“love”.
As a result of the semantic analysis of film reviews, about 120 words frequently used by authors of
publications related to the subject matter of the articles. It has been found that 46% of all words are nouns,
24% verbs, 28% adjectives and adverbs, and 2% other parts of the speech.
Their totality essentially determines the lexical-semantic peculiarity of the vocabulary of film reviews in
the Esquire and GQ magazines.
The most used words are “movie”, “story”, “film”, “character” (49%). They are almost five times the number
of other words. “Movie” and “film” despite the assertion that the first is more frequent in American English,
whereas the second is characteristic of British English, is used on equal in the film reviews of American
authors.
But the longest-running Bond actor’s latest film may change all that (Cea, 2019).
The film has been getting raves from critics… (Nashawaty, 2019).
We also got our first look at Pattinson’s Batcyle, as photos emerged from the set of the movie in Glasgow, Scotland
(Langmann, 2020).
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However, it is not necessary to forget, “film” can be used in the quality of verb “to show, to film”. For
example,
Filmed in 3D Speech (Langmann, 2019).
Therefore «movie» in the original use and in the meaning of «film industry» is still used more often.
The word «story» is used in meaning:
“story”
A legitimately evil folk story of inheritance (Weaver, 2019).
“history”
A three-hour epic about the Las Vegas gambling industry as seen through the eyes of bigwig casino operator Sam
“Ace” Rothstein (De Niro), it’s a story about greed, power and betrayal powered by phenomenal performances from
its two male leads as well as Sharon Stone as Rothstein’s crooked wife Ginger, who can’t shake free from her former
pimp Lester (James Woods) (Schager, 2019b).
“plot”
That means it ignores the past three series efforts (a decision spearheaded by both Miller and producer James
Cameron), and results in a story that takes place decades after Linda Hamilton’s Sarah Conner—with the aid of
Arnold Schwarzenegger’s good-guy T-800 Terminator—prevented a forthcoming apocalypse by destroying the
company, Skynet, that was destined to create an Artificial Intelligence with genocidal intentions (Schager, 2019c)
«Character» appears in the meaning “character” and “character, characteristic”. For example,
I suspect that at the terminus of Daniel Craig’s rainbow there will be a character he’s better known for known for
than Bond (Cea, 2019).
…moment with character-specific humor… (Rivera, 2019).
The following set of words refers to general information about the cinema and information about the film,
its production, technical or plot characteristics. Sometimes there is a professional vocabulary, the film
industry is so closely connected to our lives that many people will understand these words without
explanation.
Let us start with the genres of cinema, without which there is not a single review. They are listed above,
only to add that most often the words denoting genres are used in conjunction with “movie”:
But they struggled to find a way into the sports movie genre, something Scorsese was famously disinterested in
(Nero, 2019c).
Besides the ontological genres, there are modern characteristics of cinema. One of them is the word
“mainstream” (“main current, dominant trend”) as a predominant direction in any field (scientific, cultural, etc.)
for a certain period. Another now popular genre “crossover” is in the cinema, the plot of an artistic work in
which characters are mixed, locations of different works.
This means, of course, that it’s possible for fans to get a Venom and Spider-Man crossover (Nero, 2019d).
The vocabulary of film production is quite common in the reviews: “director”, “actor” and “actress” (24%).
The set of actors for a film is “cast”. It is worth noting that in ordinary dictionaries «cast» has no direct
translation related to cinema: «throw, throw, throw». Only «throw, throw» implies not action, but the result –
what form the abandoned thing will take, what with it will become. The word began to be used in the meaning
«group of actors» in 1631, when small street theatres with variable composition of the acting troupe, which
began to be called «cast», implying «today’s roles of actors on the stage» were popular in Europe.
The favourite word of film critics and film lovers “performance” (9% of all nouns) did not escape the
magazines Esquire and GQ. It is used in the values “execution, implementation” when describing the cast in
general, to emphasize the importance of their game.
But this thriller still manages to be completely crushing, thanks to its claustrophobic, deeply-anxiety producing
watery madhouse staging and DiCaprio’s truly devastating performance. The supporting cast, which includes Ben
Kingsley and Mark Ruffalo, is pretty perfect, too (Bruney, 2019d).
To list the cast, to evaluate their performance of roles, the verb “to play” is used (46% of all verbs).
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The actor put on sixty pounds during production to play the narcissistic boxer later in his life (Nero, 2019f).
Frequently in the reviews “production” as the production process of a film is described.
So he hunkered down and returned to the type of production he did best... (Nashawaty, 2019).
Under the all-encompassing and very popular in modern journalism “filmmaker” the articles may mention
a filmmaker, director, or film producer.
…it revealed itself to be about a crew of filmmakers making a horror movie she (Langmann, 2019).
Often the script of a film (“script”) is an adaptation of the literary work, then the authors of film reviews for
providing information about the film use the verb “to adapt” or the noun “adaptation”.
Farrell described Reeves’ script as “beautiful, dark, moving,” and “really gorgeous,” while Sarsgaard compared
the film’s tone to that of the alt-rock band The Pixies, saying that the film will be “raw” and “not sanitized”
(Langmann, 2020).
But more so than any movie adaptation of the Catholic myth, Scorsese’s film has the courage to depict Jesus as
a real human (Nero, 2019b)
The word «content» (4% of all nouns) according to the authors of the articles is ideal for thinking about
cinema.
The director casts his story – via form and content… (Schager, 2019d).
The title of the film is «title».
But, early on in this film – well actually if you read the title of the film – it’s clear that there’s a massive twist
coming (Nashawaty, 2019).
The vocabulary used to convey the content of a film is often filled with words related to the subject matter
of the work rather than the film, so it is inexplicable and there is no point in analyzing it. However, there are
very interesting lexical units, suitable for the description of the story of any subject direction: “protagonist”,
“twist’, “exposition” and “flashback” (11% of all nouns).
“Protagonist” (3%) is the main character of the work, the character around which the storytelling is built.
The protagonist is confronted by an antagonist or a group of antagonists who seek to prevent his plans from
being carried out. Alternatively, he tries to thwart them.
Dakota Blue Richards is a strong Lyra, playing up the confidence and the curiosity that makes her such an ideal
protagonist (Meslow, 2019).
“Twist” (2%) is a plot twist, associated either with a sharp change in the character of the central character,
or with some unexpected event that strongly influences the plot of the work.
And yes, there’s a big, slightly cheesy twist that the whole movies pivots around, but it doesn’t negate everything
that came before it or render the film too dull for a second viewing (Bruney, 2019c).
“Flashback” (3%) is an artist reception, first in cinema, with a temporary interruption of the sequence of
storytelling to show certain events in the past. “Exposition” (2%) is a message to the viewer additional facts
and information that will help understand the plot. These include memories, dreams, feelings, hero’s wishes,
legends, backstory episodes, additional events, or special circumstances.
We spend a couple of glancing flashbacks with his (now dead) mother, perhaps as simple exposition, perhaps to
just boast that, …, Alex Essoe really does look like a young Shelley Duvall in those flashbacks (Philip, 2019).
Proper nouns define lexical originality on an equal footing with other means. For example, what the
modern film review will be without the word «Hollywood», using it as the home of the film being described,
as a category of comparison, etc. But, synonymous with successful cinema, fame and money is the name of
the area, only and everything. The Hollywood is an area in Los Angeles that had famous letters for advertising
in the 1920s.
It would be pointless to list all the original names from the world of cinema, but it is worth mentioning the
most used in Esquire and GQ film review articles.
“Netflix” (5%) is an American entertainment company for online viewing of movies and serials. The
company has become one of the most successful in its field.
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“Amazon” (4%) is an American company, the world’s largest e-commerce platform market, owns its own
film studio, Amazon Studios. The company is named after the longest river in the world Amozon.
“Disney” (3%) is one of the largest conglomerates of the entertainment industry in the world. Both the
famous animation studio, and one of the largest Hollywood studios in the entire film industry in general. It
was named after the founder Walt Disney (a surname derived from French name meaning “from Isigny” (a
city in France)).
“Marvel” (4%), from English “marvel” – “miracle”, is a huge corporation to produce comics, serials and films
about hundreds of superheroes and villains.
One of the main tasks of the film review is the evaluation of the film material. The Esquire and GQ reviews
are brief in their assessment of the art of films, with no emphasis on evaluation. The appearance on the pages
of these magazines is already an indicator of a worthy product. However, the list of the most used evaluative
vocabulary is as follows:
−

“great” (4%)

The Godfather – arguably the greatest mob movie ever made (Nashawaty, 2019).
−

“classic” (3%)

Who Framed Roger Rabbit is a classic movie because it celebrates classic cinema, classic cartoons, and, although
they didn’t know it at the time, classic animation and filmmaking techniques (Grebey, 2019).
−

“good” (3%)

Let it be noted: Adam Sandler can be a good actor (Weaver, 2019).
−

“charming” (3%)

Of course, there’s Leo, transitioning from talented teen idol to legendary leading man with the help of his backto-back Scorsese hat trick of Gangs of New York, The Aviator, and The Departed, devastatingly charming as Hughes
in his heyday and tragic as the tycoon in decline (Bruney, 2019b).
−

“award-worthy” (2%)

Joker is a big, weighty, awards-worthy statement about how things got to be... (Nero, 2019a).
“to deliver” (2%)

−

…the movie delivers pleasure with its long, realistic, mesmerizing race scenes…» (Sintumuang, 2019).
−

«Effectively» (2%)

Doctor Sleep is effectively creepy and will sate fans on either side of the Kubrick/King debate (Philip, 2019).
−

“perfect” (2%)

The supporting cast, which includes Ben Kingsley and Mark Ruffalo, is pretty perfect, too (Bruney, 2019a).
−

“profound” (2%)

Framing characters amidst forest greenery or through constricting cabin windows, and setting its action to the
serene sounds of its rural environment – snapping twigs, chirping birds, running water, human breath – it’s an
empathetic vision of profound male friendship and perilous capitalist enterprise (Schager, 2020).
This list is not sufficiently original in the evaluation forms, but the quantity, rather the frequency of usage
of the above words in the works of different authors was evaluated.
The quality of the evaluation vocabulary can be expressed in the text of the art techniques. The simplest
and most common of these, both in everyday life and in journalism, is an epithet, and sometimes we may not
notice its use. The epithet is an “artistic-figurative definition emphasizing the most significant feature of the
object or phenomenon in this context; it is used to evoke in the reader a visible image of a person, thing,
nature etc.” (Shabanova, 2008, p. 176).
The articles analysed, for example, used the following epithets:
thought-provoking plot (Sintumuang, 2019).
marvelous performance (Rivera, 2019).
It’s a tragic waste of an amazing cast… (Miller, 2019a).
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The next most frequently used means of artistic expression is a visual technique in which two objects
(actions or phenomena) are compared to enhance the characteristics of one of them (Shabanova, 2008, p.
147). Film reviews usually compare famous actors, directors, as well as popular films.
Always an adventurous filmmaker first and foremost, the auteur had taken risks before, with films like Last
Temptation and Kundun before, but Silence stands on its own (Nero, 2019e).
Close to comparison – “metaphor as a word or expression used in a figurative sense, the basis of which is
an unnamed comparison of an object with any other based on their common feature” (Chaplygina, 2016;
Lakoff, Johnson, 1980).
Ahead of the film’s theatrical debut (today), we had a candid conversation with the 49-year-old filmmaker about
transitioning from Deadpool to the Terminator, bringing Hamilton back to the role that made her a worldwide star,
his film’s big early surprise, and whether the real cause of the apocalypse in the franchise isn’t technology but,
instead, mankind (Schager, 2019c)
To express their ideas as efficiently and concisely as possible, authors of film reviews resort to different
grammatical structures. For example, in the next clip, we see that the narrative of past events is held in Present
Simple Tense to have a greater influence on the viewer.
As the platform becomes increasingly engulfed in flames, rescue efforts by boat and helicopter are undertaken
to the extent possible, although it remains a wonder that most people survived, given the hell on water that’s evident
in nearly every frame (Nashawaty, 2019).
To attract the attention of the reader, reviewers use rhetorical questions (questions that do not require an
answer) both in the headings and in the text itself.
Medium gritty? (Langmann, 2020).
You know, that gnawing, teething fucking rat from the closing scene of The Departed? The one fans have even
edited out of the perfect cut of the movie? (Miller, 2019b).
Modal verbs are part of the vocabulary, and in the film reviews of Esquire and GQ magazines they are
often used to shape the audience’s emotional relationship to the film.
With all the explosions, gushing oil, … you can barely understand a fraction of the dialogue in Deepwater Horizon
(Nashawaty, 2019).
In 2016, T.S. Chapligina (2016) conducted a study of the evaluation context of the film reviews and
highlighted six characterised types of context:
−

choice;

−

recommendation, instruction, advice;

−

praise;

−

verdict;

−

efficiency;

−

subjective opinion.

Almost every one of these contexts by providing vocabulary can be found in the articles analysed. The
verdict is expressed as follows:
Joker is a big, weighty, awards-worthy statement about how things got to be... (Nero, 2019a)
Praise, combined with an abundance of estimated adjectives, is less common.
Led by his own interior-thought narration, Roy’s saga is at once awe-inspiring and poignant, intimate and
majestic (Schager, 2019a).
This statement can be attributed to type “recommendation, instruction, advice”.
Efficiency and objective technical evaluation of the work performed can be expressed as follows:
In the past few months, we’ve seen a few initial looks at the new Batman film—which will leave behind Ben
Affleck’s Bruce Wayne in favor of a younger hero focused more on detective work—and they’ve been nothing but
promising (Langmann, 2020).
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A subjective opinion is expressed in the author’s assumptions, reflections, or vivid value judgements,
supported by introductory words.
Probably as simple exposition, whether to just boast that, Alex Essoe does really look like a young Shelley Duvall
in those flashbacks (Philip, 2019).

CONCLUSION
As a result of a research the purpose was achieved and all tasks have been completed.
In this work, film reviews from the electronic editions of Esquire and GQ magazines were studied to
highlight the features of the authors’ vocabulary, because movies are an integral part of our life. We watch
movies, we write about movies, we read about movies, etc.
We examined the theoretical underpinnings of the problem under investigation. The concept of film
review as a genre of journalism, reflecting the main events and facts, analysing them or evaluating them has
been formed. Typological groups of film reviews, historical facts of genre development, as well as genre
features of the review are highlighted.
The peculiarities of the vocabulary of the film reviews were identified with the help of thematic dictionaries,
the authors of which single out the words “film”, “movie”, “TV” and “cinema”, as the most frequent ones when
writing film reviews. Also, in dictionaries there are 15 words for the genre of the reviewed film, for the
interpretation of the artistic phenomenon and the analysis of the content and form – 27 words and set
expressions, for the formation of the evaluative judgment of the film – 62 adjectives.
The concept of the magazines Esquire and GQ, the idea of creating a brand, the reasons for the popularity
of magazines among the audience, and the features of placing film reviews on English-language websites of
journal data were also studied.
The main part of the research contains the results of the analysis of the articles that define themselves as
a film review, reveal the main features of the presentation of the material, the semantic and structural
features of the vocabulary, the use of lexical units in the form of means of artistic expression. Over 200 film
reviews from 2019 from Esquire and GQ magazines, fact-finding lists and graded lists, entertainment articles,
etc. The distinctive characteristics and structure of the articles were highlighted.
According to the tasks of our research, lexical-semantic and lexical-structural features of the vocabulary
of film reviews in Esquire and GQ journals were analysed. As a result of the analysis, about 120 frequently
used words related to the subject of cinema were identified.
It has been found that 46% of all words are nouns, 24% verbs, 28% adjectives and adverbs, and 2% the
rest of the speech. The most used words are: “movie”, “story”, “film”, “character” (49%).
It was noted that the most common words denoting genre is most often used in conjunction with “movie”.
The vocabulary of the film production occupies about 24% of the total volume of the reviews (“director”,
“actor”, “cast”). The special lexical units used to describe the plot are marked: “protagonist”, “twist”,
“exposition” and “flashback”. The proper nouns determining the lexical originality of the genre of film reviews
are selected, the list of the most frequently used evaluation vocabulary is formed: “great”, “classic”, “good”,
“charming”, “award-worthy”, etc.
It has been established that authors of film reviews in their articles use epithets, comparisons, metaphors,
lexical repeats, homogeneous members of the sentence, various grammatical structures, and other
expressive means to realize their thought as efficiently and succinctly as possible.
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